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2-orthoepy

3-polemic

4-logomachy

5-iconoclast

6-sceptic

7-polytheist

8-heliotropism

9-misogamy

10-etymology

11-outodidactic

12-calligraphy
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Analyze the following words into morphemes and write tJre meaning of each component then
translate the word into Farsi.(6)

l.Cosmopolitan

pu e

B-Fill in the blanks with the given words.(S)

ethereal- biometry-polemics-pelagic- ethical-atrophy -cauteized-cryptic-eccentricidiosyncrasy-sympathy-demotic-megalomania-anonymous1- The body parts which are no longer required gadua1ly.....................
2- Can a profitable business ever be ....................?
3-The wound needs to be
4-Theologians may discuss abstract

and

......... ideas.

5-His ............................. comments taxed her powers of comprehension.
6-His ............................ included the recycling of cigar butts.
7-The history of science has become embroiled in religious
S-They were worried by

his

.. behavior.

9-In trade joumals he would adopt a more ......................... style.
10-Demanding changes in script were examples of star's..................
B, Match the words in Column A with

Column A

thei r
Column B

m

in Column

B

( ) 1. homogeneous
( ) 2. amphibious

b. writing for praising someone

( ) 3. apathy
( ) 4. tautology

stolid indifference
d. uniform and analogous,
e, having no determined shape or structure
f. repetition

having only rudimentary feet

c.

( ) S.eulog;r.
( ) 6. thalassic
( ) 7. amorphous
( ) 8. theomachy
( ) 9. apodous
( ) 10. prognosticate

anti-feminist
h. living in troth land and water
foresee, foretell
J.

struggle against God

k

relating to the

sea

E.

Write the meaning of underlined morphemes in the following words.(2)

1. garrulous

5. chromatopsia

2. relgent

6. hologqgsg

3. ethnocentric

7. gloss.lfig

4,taxidermist

8, theocracv

F. What are the possible Farsi uanslations for affixes in the following examples?(2)

1, Maltreat, malformed
2, translate,

transplant

3, democracy, meritocracy

4, monolith, monologue
5. Archduke, archbishop

6. Monarchy, anarchy
7. Lengthwise, clockwise
8. surcharge, surtax

Good Luck
R. Razavi

